From Texas Holdem Poker to Poker Online Indonesia: The Basic Tricks to Any Kind
of Poker

Poker is one of the most popular, if not the most popular, card game in the world. Its a staple of
any casino. No self-respecting casino would be missing a poker table in its halls. However,
professionals arent the only ones that have the right to enjoy this game. It is also enjoying massive
popularity among groups of friends who want to have a little friendly competition among them.
People in parties would usually huddle around a group of people playing this game and putting
their pride, and sometimes money, at stake.
Playing poker is incredible enjoyable as a friendly game, but a professional game of poker can be
filled with massive amounts of tension and anxiety. Youre not only facing some of the best players
in the world, youre also risking a lot of money to do so. If you lose, your finances are probably
going to take a major hit. However, if you master the basics of poker playing, you could reduce the
possibility of losing by a lot.
Familiarize Yourself with the Basics
People would probably tell you that poker is a game of luck and that your chances of winning
depend greatly on how good the hand you are dealt with is. In some ways, theyre right. It does
depend a lot on luck. But it also depends a lot on strategy. As such, familiarizing yourself with
these poker basic terms is the first step to being a master poker player:
Raise
Fold
Check
Call
These are the four actions regarding betting in poker. Raising a bet means increasing the opening
bet. After that, you or your opponent can either call the raise, re-raise, or fold and end participation
in the hand. Knowing when to use which action is crucial to manipulating the actions of your
opponents.
Poker is all about reading your opponents. It is important to understand why certain opponents

decide to do certain things. For example, did your opponent re-raise your bet because he has a
strong hand, or is he bluffing?
Bluffing is the concept of making your opponent believe that you have a stronger hand than they
do in order to cower them to fold. In the old days, players who are bluffing were easily smoked out.
This is because players can rely on a lot of sensory information to determine whether one is lying
or not. Players have tells that betray the truth of their bluff.
Nowadays, its a bit more difficult since everything happens online like Poker Online Indonesia.
Theres very little interaction in person so the players are limited only to the information presented
to them through their computer. Some people would say its more fun and interesting that way. To
each their own.
Regardless of how one feels about these technological advancements, the rules of poker and the
strategies that can be employed to win the game have changed very little. As long as one is a
cautious and attentive player, theyll be able to easily win in poker, online or in person.
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